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1. Introduction

Inflammation most of the time on lips, cheeks, palate internal on the surface meeting can Sometimes stomatitis language is also observed under. Illness development reasons of the environment negative effect and of the organism immune abilities is slowing down.

Stomatitis a lot appearances exists because symptoms mucus of the floor damage level looking difference to do can Sometimes it's just bother does, sometimes while simple eating and also interferes with drinking gives

Most wide spread-out Symptoms:

- lip and of the cheeks internal part, tooth, tongue or of the mouth another on the surfaces pain or scratching feature
- in the mouth burning feeling
- mouth trace or lip wound, rash or bubbles.
- red spots.

Stomatitis - mouth space mucus floor inflammation is considered. Stomatitis independent disease in case passing, as well as another of diseases characteristic (measles, rubella, candidiasis) sign to be can. Inflammation status in the language if - glossitis, in the gums if - gingivitis is called, of each of these to himself belongs to there are signs. Substances exchange diseases (avitaminosis, diabetes), nervous and internal members diseases, vitamin deficiency, internal secretion glands of activity violation due to also appeared to be can Smoking, alcohol to drinks lipstick to do, too Hot or very cold, sour and salty foods eating and stomatitis reason to be can Some to drugs relatively sensitivity when it increases, in particular, oneself when treated, to adulthood reach during, mind tooth output when the going gets tough and stomatitis happened gives. Stomatitis forms are different to be despite their common similar signs have: mouth of space mucus floor around tissues it swells, reddens, itches stand, jaw under lymph glands increases.

The mucous membrane of the mouth is an indicator that reflects the work and condition of the internal organs and systems of the whole body. Inflammatory diseases of the mucous membrane of the oral cavity are pathologies that affect patients of different ages. The inflammatory pathology of the mucous membrane, like other diseases of the mouth, causes a certain discomfort to the sick person and disrupts the usual rhythm of life: speech, eating, sleeping. Doctor of medical sciences, professor Andrey Vladimirovich Sevbitov noted that the inflammatory process in the mucous membrane of the oral cavity can be under the influence of various factors: (bacterial, viral, infectious, traumatic, etc.).
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Children and in adults’ sharp stomatitis fast develops and disappears. Chronic stomatitis treatment difficult and long continue is enough old wounds in place constant respectively new ones appear will (repeatable form).

**Below of stomatitis some reasons is quoted:**

Symptoms such as of stomatitis reasons very many p to be can. They are between:

- injury;
- brace or prostheses using;
- the language or the cheek bite
- Hot food or from drinks burn
- fungus;
- chronic mouth dry
- tobacco smoking;
- herpes virus;
- chemotherapy or another of drugs It's weird effect
- chemical effect to do
- of allergies some types;
- stress or weak immunity;
- bacterial infections;
- wrong eating;
- Bechchet disease;
- Chron disease;
- Volchanka

Stomatitis mouth trace in the void appear to be account if taken, usually tooth doctor by diagnosis is placed. But this of the situation reasons sure if not, tooth doctor common practice doctor or to the therapist to send can _ Diagnosis to put for inspection enough to be need, especially herpes or aphthous stomatitis because of wounds when it comes to them visual respectively easily is determined.

Each _ doctor stomatitis treatment efficiency straight away disease of the beginning reasons right to evaluate dependence knows. Evaluation to the results according to treatment for drugs is selected.

Allergy ... Stomatitis reason this tooth paste, food, medicine tools or home chemical substances under the influence of surface coming allergic reaction

Slime floor damage injury the food and low good quality prostheses consumption to do mouth in the void wounds appear to be take coming of factors complete list not They are through stomatitis cause emits infection to the body enters.

Slime floor too much except dryness ... Appropriate didn't happen tooth paste, dehydration, diuretics to use reason will be

Lack of vitamin ... Metal, including iron, selenium and zinc lack of

Harmful habits ... Cigarettes and alcohol drinks abuse those who did this to the problem often face they come Nicotine and alcohol toxic mucosal to poisoning take will come

Immunity system violation _ Immune system in order if, the mouth mucosa protection function easily overcame comes out It decreases as well as mucus of the floor to infections against stand up much it becomes difficult.

Wrong nutrition ... Carbohydrates food products regularly consumption not to do of saliva to acidity bad effect it does while pathologies appear to be the ideal platform for creates

Above-described factors effect under mouth mucus on the floor stomatitis appear will be

Traumatic stomatitis mouth mucus floor damage is the result. His development the following reason to be can:

1) sharp to the edges have has been big caries spaces;
2) sharp teeth, teeth fragments;
3) thermal and chemical mouth burning;
4) bad installed braces, crowns, prostheses use
5) tongue, lips, cheeks constant respectively biting habit
6) of the teeth out of order shape
7) very hot, cold or bitter foods consumption to do
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8) smoking (tobacco smoke mucus the floor bother does);
9) mucus the floor hurtful products (nuts, pistachios and others).

Mouth space mucus floor inflammation diseases different age to patients' effect who does pathology is considered of the mouth another disease such as mucus of the floor inflammation pathology ill to a person known one discomfort gives birth and of life usual the rhythm disturbs: speech, eating, sleeping. Medicine sciences As Dr. Professor Andrey Vladimirovich Sevbitov noted, the mouth space mucus on the floor inflammation process different factors effect under to be possible: (bacterial, viral, infectious, traumatic and others). Last in years wide spread out of methods to use regardless, it is taken prostheses Dental implant tooth prosthetics the most famous methods one being remains [1]. Medicine sciences associate professor VG Shuturminsky as said, that's it with together, removable prostheses one series clinical complications with depend. They are between the widest spread prosthesis is stomatitis.

AK YORDANISHVILI1, 3, VV LOBEYKO traumatic prosthesis stomatitis treatment according to radiation and addict substances under the influence of medication sialoadenopath, that's it with together organs of the oropharyngeal zone bad good quality neoplasms from treatment after developed " dry mouth " syndrome with aged 61 to 82 years old in 44 people (9 men and 35 women) clinical observation spent.

Chelat to the complex based on new preparation-organic Germanic and of the guanine compound and alginic acid salts and xylitol (main group) and mouth space mucus floor traumatic damage local treatment for before used drug (control group) efficiency comparative evaluation half quantitative method using done increased. To patient’s medical help of showing common in the system dental medicine in organizations appeal those who did common 17.96 percent of the number one or both of the jaw teeth complete lack of with appeal did patients organize does. From dentures used in individual candidiasis stomatitis often develops, especially patient’s removable acrylic from the prosthesis if he uses Medical to research according to inflammation complications didn’t happen in 15-30 percent of people, prosthesis your bed mucus floor and complete removable of the prosthesis next door Candida fungi on the surface is determined. Pakshin Nikita Ivanovich confession like fungi slightly acidic presence in the environment (pH 5.8-6.5). because of they are enzymes and divisible produce proteins, carbohydrates, fats, keratin to issue take will come This is a prosthesis of the material especially acrylic prostheses to the structure lemon, oxalate, succinic such as organic acids, vinegar, milk and others. Due to harm delivers. Plastics when worn out, their physicist and chemical features when it changes of fungi good development for addition conditions is created.

Above from thoughts come out without prostheses under the influence of come coming out mouth space mucus floor diseases come exit learning and treatment improvement todays in the day current from issues to one became

Stomatitis is mouth space mucus epithelium floor inflammation. Usually, stomatitis childhood with depends is a disease. However, the current at the time this disease increasingly in adults a lot is being observed.

Inflammation most of the time on lips, cheeks, palate internal on the surface meeting can Sometimes stomatitis language is also observed under. Illness development reasons of the environment negative effect and of the organism immune abilities is slowing down.

Stomatitis Signs:

1. Language under and cheek and of the lips internal in the part red spots and wounds appear will be Often, the disease these formations in the area unpleasant burning feeling with together will come
2. Stomatitis with the sore spot is painful and swollen goes. If the disease bacterial infection because of come if it comes out, focal at the point oval sores with a red halo harvest will be
3. The patient tooth meat bleeding begins, saliva intensity increases and from the mouth bad smell will be. Stomatitis with temperature rise possible and neck in the area is located lymph nodes a little increase can

Someone person this to the disease when played, even food eating is also a nuisance brings and pain syndrome with together will come

His appear to be sure reason unknown, but this very wide spread-out condition Wounds most of the time yellow coated red to the base have Wounds lifetime term one from the week two until the week continue is enough and they are usually without a trace will disappear.
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Specialists in his opinion, aphthous of stomatitis reasons one immunity system wrong performance and being stressed can stomach of the wound appear to be as well as food lack of medicines or one series inflammatory of products use disease with arousal can They are between the following available:

- potatoes;
- coffee
- chocolate
- cheese
- citrus
- nuts

Aphthous stomatitis often between the ages of 10 and 19 has been children and in teenagers occurs. Although it is unpleasant to be possible though, wounds usually health for harmful not

Herpes most of the time to stomatitis take will he come

The world of the population from half a lot from time to time with herpes from rashes suffering smokes Painful Cold bubbles lips, chin and on the cheeks, mouth and nose in holes appear to be can His life is from 7 to 10 days after bubbles by itself healing finds and this period during disease to others contagious being remains.

Once simple herpes the virus from being infected then it is saved remains and from time to time with stomatitis appear will be It usually is our immunity when weakened and not working while remaining happen will be In herpes the first liquid with is filled bubbles appear will be , they are eventually cracked goes Bubble instead of yellow shell appear will be , but time pass and it also disappears .

Herpetic in stomatitis what are possible isn't it?

- kiss
- lip balm people with to share
- drinks sharing

Stomatitis how treated? Hygiene to the rules compliance from not doing come came out catarrhal stomatitis and you are welcome without mucus of curtains inflammation very simple at home treatment possible treatment one week continue is enough

Treatment during faster recovery for aggressive from foods temporarily to refrain from (sour, salty, very Hot or Cold foods), and mouth often neutralization tools with try to rinse need

Stomatitis infection signs with more seriously if, the tooth to the doctor appeal to do need Treatment chronic disease development prevention get, pain reduction, mucus the floor recovery and secondary of the disease spreading prevention get according to measures own into take need

Pain leaver substances

Stomatitis in treatment the main thing is pain relief. Of this ibuprofen for or paracetamol need will be - these the most affordable and wide spread-out preparations.

Stomatitis food consumption to do, to speak hindrance doing if and the patient for serious inconveniences which creates if so, a doctor pain leaver local preparations appointment can

In general, when stomatitis treatment for dentists the following recommendation are enough:

- Lidocaine Acept-aphthosis stomatitis is also strong in cases the pain eliminate is enough;
- To ignite against tools stomatitis treatment main in place stands
- Kholisal - to inflammation against local applied gel;
- Ingafitol - oral impression rinse for, solution in the form of will be
- Cameton - spray in the form of to inflammation against tool, aphthosis in stomatitis good the result gives;
- Bitter stone powder-inflammation process eliminate is enough, that is the wound wrapping take dries and development stops.
- To the fungus against the virus against and antihistamine preparations only doctor from is ordered. They are exactly that's it kind of stomatitis treatment in order to is used. For example: Miconazole (gel).
- Aciclovir, oxolin, interferon ointments - herpetic in stomatitis, to a virus against effect shows;
- Tavegil, Klartin, Loratodin - for allergies against effect is enough
In stomatitis inflammation cause issuer microbe, virus, fungus and that's it eliminate from being done then, yield has been wounds let it end accelerator drugs are also used. For example:

- Carotolin - external to apply for, contains a lot of vitamin A, regeneration accelerates;
- Propolis spray - epithelial recovery accelerates, softens, pain leaver effect shows;
- Solcoseryl - tissues regeneration strengthens

In adults Stomatitis How Treatment It is possible

That's right and own on time started therapy recovery is the key. Treatment duration one how many per week is enough If complex approach if applicable, your disease with one how many days inside overcome can

First of all, you of stomatitis the reason your determination needs to the doctor visit order a must

- Treatment local therapy with is represented by, this rinse, rinse, mouth through irrigation and from ointments to use own into takes
- The doctor, of course, to the patient immunity system to strengthen directed antibiotics, antiviral drugs and drugs orders.

Traditional Treatment Methods

1. Stomatitis for damaged the area hydrogen peroxide solution with treatment can Half glass to water a teaspoon peroxide put down This solution with wash, pain Kalanchoe inflammation eliminate reach for use can Day Kalanchoe juice during with your mouth wash You washed the leaves your chewing can
2. Your mouth water with diluted cabbage or carrot juice with wash Equal amount the juice water with stir and per day three times use.

If you yet doctor with not consulted if you are and you traditional to medicine If you don't believe it, it's cold and hot and sour drinks and hard the situation by refusing to eat you relieve. A week during scraper past the food consumption to do advice I will give Toothpaste replacement harm does not Maybe it's a disease reason was

In children Stomatitis How Treatment It is possible

Unfortunately, stomatitis it also occurs in children. If so if possible until faster the child to the pediatrician try to show. Only he belongs treatment appoints

Doctor with without consultation treatment for traditional from recipes do not use

1. Wounds from lost then treatment acceleration for of the child mouth space the sea north oil or Kalanchoe juice with treat All four on the hour mouth mucosa potassium permanganate or peroxide solution with sprinkle
2. If your child mushroom stomatitis if it is, the mouth baking soda solution with wipe, in the mouth hydroxide environment Create recommendation will be done. Solution one glass cooled boiled to water preparation for one Dissolve a spoonful of soda takes
3. Traumatic stomatitis if, the mouth space natural antiseptic with - chamomile or sage solution with disinfection do it
4. Mouth space rubber light bulb using regularly respectively watering stand up Doctor the pain alleviating ointment or the gel order can
5. Stomatitis in treatment shiny green of color use recommendation not done. This drug microbes no does, but mucus the floor burns it is possible the pain strengthens and of the disease development help gives incoming products to the list iodine solution too included.

Some expert’s stomatitis himself not but him inciting reasons they demand treatment. With that together, they self from treatment give up to pass advice they give because of the child body very it is thin.

By itself interference of symptoms to change take coming it is possible disease diagnosis complicates. Self from treatment then stomach wound most of the time serious to forms becomes

In the mouth wounds home conditions treatment for of what use can

- Chamomile take 15-20 g of the flower, one glass in the water drinking put, 4 g of borate acid adding an antiseptic agent as mouth rinsed.
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- 3 cloves of garlic one soup spoon yogurt with mixed in the mouth less holding stands up At the beginning pain will be Treatment patient 3 times a day until fixed will be done.

- Carbonate

The hand soapy after washing, fingertip with in the mouth wound carbonate push can

Licorice root

In the mouth inflammation treatment for licorice root preferred to see can Licorice from the root tea Prepare your mouth shake it can

- Kiwi

Kiwi antioxidant fruit is considered. In the mouth inflammation treatment for you kiwi consumption to do can

- Pepper bead

Pepper bead grains to chew in the mouth wounds in treatment efficient will be

- Vitamin deficiency

Iron, folic acid, vitamin B12 deficiency aphthous stomatitis to the beginning reason to be can.

Coconut oil

Coconut fat in the mouth of bacteria some harmful types with will fight One soup spoon coconut oil with mouth shake efficient will be Studies that's it shows that every day coconut oil with mouth rinse aphthous stomatitis prevention to get help gives

- Lemon

Regular respectively lemon juice with mouth rinse in the mouth wounds disinfection in doing is effective.

- Carnation fat

Aphthous stomatitis wounds painful to be possible and carnation fat from pain get rid of to do can Carnation fat in ancient times tooth the pain treatment for too used Studies that's it shows that cloves from fat prepared mouth jelly in the mouth to wounds when pushed the pain reduces

How prepared?

1 cup water boiled and 1 tbsp spoon sumac app will be done. Another 2-3 minutes it is boiled. Do not mix warm become when you come, take it vinegar app will be done. Then gauze help swims This mixture with mouth rinsed.

Stomatitis come exit reasons differently that it was therefore, the treatment is from that come comes out Stomatitis in treatment the main thing is pain relief. Of this ibuprofen for or paracetamol need will be - these the most affordable and wide spread-out preparations.

In stomatitis ice cream well pain reliever to the effect has. This is strange to be heard because it is possible us always painful place to heating taught: cold, soft consistency and nice taste mouth space diseases lighter to transfer help gives

4. Conclusion

Local pain reliever tools available - with lidocaine gels. However, them caution be to use must: such tools only big to the elderly apply you can, guys and babies for and they are dangerous. Theirs effect temporary, but if the child is older in quantity the gel wins if sent, this heart rhythm to the violation take coming can

Diet about don't forget: it’s still painful mouth space hot, bitter or sour edibles with " don't bother ".

Prophylactic measures of the following consist of:

- mouth to the void hygienic help done increase
- tooth and tooth meat diseases own on time treatment;
- healthy eating;
- a, b, e groups vitamins acceptance to do
- to smoke throwing up, alcohol drinks consumption to do
- immunity increase
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